Jim Crow in North Carolina

Monday, January 25 | 4:00pm – 7:00pm via Zoom
4:00

Welcome & Overview
Christie Norris, Carolina K-12
Chrystal Regan, NC Museum of History

4:15

Jim Crow in North Carolina: A Conversation with Author and Legal Expert Richard
Paschal
In his ground-breaking book Jim Crow in North Carolina: The Legislative Program from
1865 to 1920, Richard Paschal provides an intricately researched and in-depth history of
the shadow that Jim Crow casts over North Carolina and the nation. While the book
catalogs all Jim Crow laws in North Carolina from 1865 to 1920, Paschal argues the laws
and statutes do not fully explain the true extent of racial discrimination. In this
conversation with the author, we will discuss Paschal’s work and the dramatic history it
highlights.

5:00 – 6:00

Live Stream of “The Movement”
While examining the injustice of Jim Crow, it is equally important to elevate the stories
of those who resisted. The Movement is an historical acapella musical that chronicles
the Children’s March of 1963 in Birmingham, Alabama. Through narrative monologues,
original a cappella music that is reflective of the protest songs of the movement; this
theatrical piece shows the courage that young people exhibited in an effort to combat
racial injustices and inequalities. Teachers are encouraged to grab their dinner and
invite their entire family to watch along with us!

6:00 – 6:20

Q & A with Noel James and Cast of The Movement

6:20 – 6:50

Teaching Resources: A Look at On the Books, Jim Crow and Algorithms of Resistance
Sarah Carrier, NC Research & Instructional Librarian
On the Books, a project of UNC-Chapel Hill Libraries, is a website providing the first-ever
catalogue of Jim Crow laws for an entire state. Using technology, the On the Books
research team reviewed over 297,000 pieces of legislation passed in North Carolina
between 1865 and 1967, revealing over 900 laws as potential Jim Crow laws. Learn
about this innovative resource from a member of the project team, as well as explore
the classroom materials available for teaching about Jim Crow and related themes in
your classrooms.

6:50 – 7:00

Closing and Book Selections
Teachers will receive a free book for participating related to the program’s content.
Choose between Freedom’s Children or Jim Crow in North Carolina!

This workshop is provided by Carolina K-12, the North Caroliniana Society, and the NC Museum of
History, with funding from the North Caroliniana Society and the Braitmayer Foundation.

